TEXTS FOR THE NEW SEMESTER

Chemistry

• CURTMAN: Qualitative Analysis

_Fabrikoid, Cr. 8vo, 395 pages, $3.75_

This highly successful three-in-one text treats theory, laboratory practice, and calculations in sufficient detail to make further textbook equipment unnecessary. As a textbook of theory, Part I gives a thorough elementary review of principles, bridging the gap between the first chemistry course and advanced study. As a laboratory guide, Part IV gives directions sufficient for two semesters' work, although a shorter course may be based upon them. The author's individual reagent system is fully explained; the most up-to-date methods are incorporated; supplementary reference materials simplify the student's work and enrich its results. The mathematics of qualitative analysis receives one complete, important chapter.

From many enthusiastic comments of teachers we quote the following:

"Professor Curtman's book will mark a new epoch in the teaching of qualitative analysis. No other textbook approaches it in its treatment of ionic equations and in the general presentation of modern chemical theory."

"The feature that appealed to me most was the abundance and excellence of the theoretical matter. With a text such as this the student has a ready reference to points that may not be perfectly clear in the lecture."

• CULVER: Electricity and Magnetism

_Cloth, Cr. 8vo, 383 pages, $3.25_

This text for the course in electricity and magnetism is a comprehensive, well balanced, up-to-date treatment. Professors say:

"Some of us have been waiting for years for a satisfactory book on electricity and magnetism to use with students who had already completed a year of physics, and this textbook comes nearer filling this need than any I have been able to find heretofore."

"Without going over again the fundamentals of electricity and magnetism Dr. Culver has introduced the student to the important concepts of an advanced study."

A pamphlet of SUPPLEMENTARY PROBLEMS to accompany this book is now available.

Physics

• WOOD: Textbook of Sound

_Cloth, Cr. 8vo, 519 pages, $6.50_

For the course in Sound no more comprehensive and up-to-date textbook is available than this thorough discussion by a British scientist. It will also prove a very welcome compendium of modern experimental method and determinations for the reference use of student or worker.

It covers the physics of vibrations, both audible and inaudible, and has special reference to recent theoretical and technical developments, in the field of acoustics, sound reproduction, noise reduction, etc.
• **HANCOCK**: *Introduction to The Theory of Algebraic Numbers*
  
  *To be published December 29*
  
  In this scholarly treatise, written from the heuristic viewpoint, Professor Harris Hancock, of the University of Cincinnati, has made the whole subject of the theory of algebraic numbers more accessible, more attractive, and less difficult than it has ever been before. He has achieved a notable synthesis of Kronecker's and Dedekind's classical theories, summarized later work, and recorded the results of his own vigorous thinking along this line.

• **SHORTER**: *Introduction to Vector Analysis*
  
  *Cloth, 12mo, 356 pages, $2.75*
  
  Mathematicians and scientists, as well as teachers of courses in this subject will welcome this new elementary treatise on Vector Analysis. It explains fully, yet with an admirable clarity and simplicity, the nature and use of this indispensable tool for the reasoning and calculating of problems in physics. It is well furnished with problems which adapt it for class use and contains many applications to dynamics and physics.

• **MOULTON**: *Differential Equations*
  
  *Cloth, Cr. 8vo, 395 pages, $5.50*
  
  This text occupies a field not hitherto covered by any book on the subject. It treats from both the theoretical and practical points of view the subject of ordinary differential equations, exclusive of elementary and partial differential equations. The author combines high mathematical standards with a lively appreciation of the practical difficulties of the subject. Problems make the book practical for class use.

  "It is unquestionably an outstanding book—a very important contribution to mathematical progress and instruction in America. Both congratulations and thanks are due for a publication which sets and maintains such a high standard of excellence. Moreover, the book is beautifully printed, and is both pleasing and substantial."

• **GRAUSTEIN**: *Introduction to Higher Geometry*
  
  *Fabrikoid, Cr. 8vo, 486 pages, $4.50*
  
  This book sets forth the outstanding primary ideas of modern geometry without undue emphasis on any one point of view. It will initiate the reader to the basic ideas and methods of higher geometry, furnish him with an adequate background for further studies, and give him a wholesome training in mathematical rigor. It has an excellent equipment of problems.

  "An excellent introductory textbook for the subject. The material is so well arranged and so clearly expounded that an intelligent student will be able to follow the discussion with very little difficulty."

  "Should be very useful in helping students to obtain a clear understanding of the fundamental concepts necessary for more advanced study of mathematics."
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